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With the rapid development of online social networks, increasing amounts of user- 

generated content are posted online. While information is overwhelming a site, readers 
actually prefer fully reading some influential articles or information rather than glancing 
sequentially at every article on a forum. In this paper, we propose techniques for fore-
casting public responses to articles shortly after the articles are published. Our proposal 
identifies the important articles from two perspectives: frequent discussion and extreme 
acceptance or rejection by the online public. We also discuss approaches for distinguish-
ing influential authors who are popular and receive consistently high ratings from online 
users. To verify our methodologies, we analyzed a popular social forum in Taiwan during 
three large-scale social events, a social movement and two national election campaigns. 
Our results demonstrate that our methodologies achieve high accuracy with significant 
time reduction and outperform previous methodologies in distinguishing notable articles 
and authors on social forums.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, online social networks and forums have become important plat-
forms for people to express their opinions and to discuss them with others. With the in-
creasing number of articles posted online, determining methodologies for identifying 
notable information and authors is a significant issue, especially with regard to trending 
and controversial topics. For example, on March 18, 2014, protesters entered and occu-
pied the Parliament of Taiwan to protest against the review process of the Cross-Strait 
Service Trade Agreement (CSSTA) [1]. This drastic action attracted substantial attention 
in Taiwan for a short time from the government as well as from citizens. Benefiting from 
the well-developed online social networks, heated debates occurred online as well. 

When social events occur and become popular, articles temporarily tend to over- 
whelm social media sites and information often appears chaotic. It is not easy for readers 
to find notable information efficiently under these conditions. Identifying influential arti-
cles for readers assists them in understanding the trending topics among the sites com-
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prehensively. Furthermore, while news and rumors rapidly spread over the Internet, the 
efficient and effective dissemination of official news and clarifications in urgent situa-
tions can be essential for the government. Previous scholars have suggested that spread-
ing news via highly credible, trustworthy opinion leaders among the platforms could 
promote civil mobilization and engagement [2, 3]. Hence, to achieve a fast and compre-
hensive understanding of articles and authors on a social forum, this paper addresses the 
following two major issues: 

 
 Extracting trending information: Extracting trending topics is useful for the partici-

pants and the audience to understand the current development of an event comprehen-
sively. In addition, the sooner government officials are able to identify possible trend-
ing threads, the more time they will have to make decisions or to devise strategies to 
handle an event during urgent situations. 

 Identifying influential authors: Influential authors with good reputations usually play 
key roles in communications on the web. They deliver official or notable information 
to the public; moreover, they can even change peoples’ minds. Therefore, identifying 
influential authors is advantageous for the government and for other organizations in 
order to spread the latest information efficiently and effectively. 

 
To make this possible we propose SocialDNA, which constitutes a series of novel 

approaches for important information extraction and influential author identification. We 
first quantified the importance of articles from two perspectives: reply quantity (popular-
ity) and acceptance/rejection consistency (sentiment). To achieve this objective, we ob-
served the behavior of peer-to-peer replies and rating records of online users toward arti-
cles. To detect potential popular threads quickly, we developed regression models to 
predict the number of replies and rating score of an article using its early reply records, 
rating records, and other related metrics. For influential author identification, we pro-
posed a hybrid approach of identifying possible influential authors on a forum with two 
characteristics: collection of a large number of replies (popular) and receipt of extreme 
rating scores (consistent acceptance/disagreement) of their articles. 

To verify our proposal, we investigated user behavior on the largest bulletin board 
system in Taiwan during three major social events. Then we conducted in-depth user 
behavior analyses on these datasets and applied our proposals to the two different types 
of social events mentioned above. Two major contributions of our study can be summa-
rized as follows: 
 
1. We developed regression models to predict highly discussed and publicly accepted/ 

rejected articles in a short time period. Based on the datasets we collected, our regres-
sion models demonstrated that they could identify influential articles effectively and 
efficiently. 

2. We proposed a methodology to identify influential authors on a social forum. Our 
results indicate that our proposal outperforms the two other popular methodologies for 
identifying authors who receive many responses from the public and are publicly ac-
cepted/rejected. 

 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related 
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studies. Section 3 presents our methodologies for identifying important articles and au-
thors on social forums. Section 4 summarizes the collected datasets and evaluates our 
proposal using the data collections. Section 5 summarizes the findings and concludes our 
research. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Predicting Web Content Popularity 

Predicting the popularity of web content has been a challenging problem in the Web 
2.0 era. Previous scholars have investigated multimedia content [4-7], news articles 
[8-12], and social network services [13-15]. Several preceding methodologies have em-
ployed temporal user behavior or early content popularity records [5, 8, 14, 16, 17] to 
predict future popularity. These prediction techniques were built over long periods of 
observation. For example, Szabo and Huberman [5] studied the hourly activity on Digg, 
a popular news aggregation website, to forecast the popularity of news articles according 
to a univariate regression model. Pinto et al. [18] improved the Szabo-Huberman method 
by developing multi-variate regression model using early patterns. Similarly, Cha et al. 
[4] used the first few days’ access records to predict the near-future popularity of videos. 
These works demonstrated the possibility of using temporal and early-access behavior to 
predict popular content on the Internet. However, these methodologies might not be ap-
plicable to predicting the popularity of content in urgent situations for the following two 
reasons: (1) articles can appear suddenly and trending topics can live and die on the fo-
rum in hours [19], and; (2) observing daily or hourly records takes too long to provide 
near real-time predictions. Therefore, in this paper we focus on shortening the time for 
predicting the popularity of articles. 

The followings are related scholars using regression-based models; [5, 8, 9] used 
historical viewing records on a particular time to predict the content popularity. To en-
hance the univariate models, [17, 18] leveraged temporal dynamics of viewing history to 
develop multivariate regression models. However, most of the abovementioned works 
required a relatively long observation time, for example, more than 30 minutes. While in 
an urgent situation, people usually tend to shorten the monitoring length and take instant 
actions. Thus, in this paper, we focused on monitoring less than 30 minutes and achieves 
a certain accuracy when predicting. 

2.2 Predicting Web Content Ratings 

In addition to highly discussed articles, another type of influential articles could be 
generally accepted/rejected ones. Due to review mechanisms on Web 2.0 sites, review 
ratings have been a popular reference for evaluating web objects. A product receiving a 
large number of consistent ratings could indicate reliable public opinion toward the 
product. Many previous scholars investigated the prediction of rating polarities (positive, 
neutral, and negative) [20-22] and the product rating scales (e.g., one star to five stars) 
[23, 24]. These studies were built primarily on text mining and sentiment analysis of 
online reviews. In contrast to previous methodologies utilizing various features of re-
views to develop a prediction model, this paper addresses predictions by learning from 
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very early review activities. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to at-
tempt to predict review ratings by the early rating records collected during the very first 
minutes. 

2.3 Social Media in Urgent Events 

Social network services and social forums have become popular channels for in-
formation dissemination in recent years, especially in urgent situations. Online users lev-
erage the power of online social networks to deliver exclusive photos, personal experi-
ences, opinions, and official news to others. Several research groups have studied how to 
use social network services to detect emergent situations such as earthquakes [25, 26] 
and floods [27, 28]. As well as reporting natural disasters, numerous reports have ad-
dressed the capability of social media to connect potential protesters to strengthen par-
ticipation in social movements [29-32]. 

Regarding social movements, one previous report [33] proposed that social media, 
such as Facebook and Twitter, could be leveraged by activists to challenge traditional 
mass media. However, since the number of messages might be overwhelming while new 
events arise [34], Kang pointed out that articles become meaningful only when others 
pay attention and respond to them [35]. In addition, some studies have proposed that 
social movement organizations might not be able to control their messages through so-
cial media because of the multitude of voices among social media, and that a move-
ment’s theme could be changed as a result [31, 36, 37]. Based on the abovementioned 
literature, we consider an early-detection methodology for trending articles to be benefi-
cial for social organizations to realize quickly which articles are popular at the moment. 
In addition, such identification could help organizations respond quickly to the multitude 
of voices that could potentially fragment a movement as well as an election campaign 
group. 

2.4 Concept of Opinion Leaders 

Katz first described a two-step model [38, 39] for explaining the opinion leader 
concept in communications. According to this model, information from mass media is 
first received by those people who act as opinion leaders. Later, these leaders dissemi-
nate the information to their readers. A number of scholars have focused on this concept 
in real life, a widely studied example being market mavens [40-42]. According to Katz, 
opinion leadership can be categorized into three dimensions on the basis of the behavior 
and capabilities of an individual: 

 
1. Who one is: a person’s specific values or characteristics, such as an optimistic per-

sonality; 
2. What one knows: a person’s expertise, capabilities, and knowledge of a particular 

topic, and; 
3. Whom one knows: the number of people an individual knows or with whom he or she 

maintains contact. 
 
However, identifying online leadership is not a simple task according to the three 

dimensions in [38] due to the anonymity of online forums. It is not easy for observers to 
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distinguish accurately who is a leader from the limited information about an online user. 
To determine correctly who the leaders are, or more precisely, who can influence more 
users or even change public opinion, many methodologies leveraging structural analysis 
in social networks have been proposed for discovering online leaders [43-49]. However, 
online participants’ feedback behaviors toward users have not been studied thoroughly. 
For example, influential authors publish articles, prompting many people to comment 
(structural) and receiving ratings (sentimental). This kind of leaders has a large number 
of connections showing his or her capabilities. However, these influential authors might 
not be detected using merely a single metric, such as structural position or sentimental 
scores, as suggested in previous studies. Therefore, this study not only considers the 
structural position of an author in a network by evaluating the number of received com-
ments, but also public agreement or rejection by studying the public ratings the author 
has received. In this study, we considered not only the structural position of an author in 
a network by evaluating the number of received comments, but also public agreement or 
rejection by studying the public ratings the author received, and we called them “hybrid 
influential authors.” 

3. METHODOLOGY 

This section proposes different approaches to identify influential articles on a social 
forum. In contrast to previous methodologies that primarily rely on page view counts, we 
identify articles from two perspectives: discussion frequency and public ratings. We lev-
erage the peer-to-peer rating mechanism, which enables us to observe opinions of every 
article. From the observation of reply and rating behaviors, we developed a prediction 
model to identify influential articles early, according to partial reply quantities and article 
rating scores. For influential author identification, based on the prediction metrics, we 
present an approach to identifying notable authors’ popularity and general acceptance/ 
rejection from the public. Our approach can distinguish influential authors who have 
written highly discussed articles and receive consistent ratings. 

3.1 Article Reply Quantity Prediction Approach 

In this part, we mainly employ replying history in predicting reply counts. In addi-
tion to the temporal changes of the number of replies, we added article attributes into the 
model to enhance the model, including the word count, keyword occurrences, and article 
publishing time and date. To achieve this, we initially investigated the reply quantity of 
each article to measure its popularity. Previous methodologies have typically measured 
the popularity of each article by the number of views. However, there are two defects 
with this. First, it is easy for a programmer to write scripts to produce page views for an 
article automatically. Second, since the page view count indicates only the content load-
ed on the user’s browser, it is unknown whether the user reads the content thoroughly or 
just glances at the article. To avoid possible bias introduced by measuring an article’s 
influence according to the page view count, we considered the reply quantity to be a 
more solid indicator of effective dissemination than the number of page views, since a 
reply is an action taken by a user. 

Our goal was to identify those articles that received more replies from online users. 
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To identify possible popular threads from a large number of articles in a short time peri-
od, we built a model to predict the final number of replies from the temporal reply be-
havior to an article and other related metrics. By using our prediction model, it is possi-
ble to forecast the number of replies an article will receive and to identify the most dis-
cussed articles. 

3.1.1 Temporal changes in reply quantities 

We began from the temporal changes in the reply quantities. The following metrics 
were employed. 
 
Definition 1: The total number of replies to article p is denoted as Tp. An observer mon-
itors the reply behavior of p for s time slots, from slot 1 to slot s. The length of each time 
slot is t seconds. The number of replies in each time slot i of p is denoted as Di,p. 

By using this approach, we sought to use the temporal reply behavior during each 
time slot Di,p to estimate Tp. Since we wanted to shorten the time required for an accurate 
prediction, s and t had to be estimated carefully. More time observed might enable the 
acquisition of more information to predict the results, while less time observed would 
provide real-time identification for possible popular threads. Because our objective was 
to forecast the number of replies in a short period after an article was posted, we aimed 
to find the shortest observation time, t  s, for a high accuracy. 

3.1.2 Development prediction model 

In addition to the temporal reply behavior, we considered the following article-re- 
lated metrics that could influence the reply behaviors of users and that could be incorpo-
rated into our model. 

 
 Text length: Since the length of text in a social forum is not as limited as it is in Twit-

ter, users can take more time to read and understand longer articles. We considered the 
length of a text to be a factor and included it into our model. Since the articles on PTT 
were mainly written in Chinese, we counted the number of Chinese characters in the 
text body of an article as the text length. 

 Work or leisure hours: An article can be published at midnight or in the afternoon, 
and it can receive different amounts of attention at different times. To offer a better 
prediction, we investigated whether the publishing time affected the number of replies 
to each article. If the article was published between 8:00 AM and 8:00 PM, this metric 
was set to one; otherwise, it was set to zero. 

 Workday or weekend: We also investigated whether an article being published on a 
workday or on a weekend would influence the prediction. If an article was published 
between Monday and Friday, it was categorized as a workday article; otherwise, it was 
a weekend post. If an article was published Monday through Friday, this metric was set 
to one; otherwise, it was set to zero. 

 
In our prediction model, the dependent variable Tp is the number of replies to article 

p, and our regression factors include the number of replies in time slot 1 to n as D1,p, 
D2,p, …, Dn,p. We also incorporated the abovementioned article-related metrics into our 
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regression model. For every article p, our model can be expressed as  

0 , 1 2 3
1

. . .
n

p i i p p p p
i

T D Text is workhour is workday    


      (1) 

From the prediction model, we proposed to detect early possible influential articles 
with high reply quantities, while observing the reply behavior for a short time. 

3.2 Article Rating Score Prediction Approach 

In this section, we discuss the prediction of article rating scores to extract those arti-
cles that receive high volumes of consistent ratings (extreme rating scores) from online 
users. When an article receives strong positive/negative polarity, it can be influential, 
because many users express opinions about it, and most of these users hold the same 
opinion. To predict the rating scores, we initially quantified each article’s rating score 
according to the peer-to-peer rating mechanism on social forums. We developed a re-
gression model to predict the final rating scores of articles on a social forum based on 
records observed early. By our prediction model, we proposed to detect early influential 
articles that could receive extreme positive/negative rating scores. 

3.2.1 Quantifying public opinion toward articles 

To quantify public opinions toward articles, we began from a rating mechanism that 
included thumbs-up, thumbs-down, and neutral options for users to express their atti-
tudes. 
 
Definition 2: For any article p on the forum, the total number of ratings of p is denoted 
as Rp. The number of thumbs-up, thumbs-down, and neutral ratings of p are denoted as 
TUp, TDp, and NTp, respectively. 

From the abovementioned definition, the relationship between TU, TD, and NT can 
be expressed as  

Rp = TUp + TDp + NTp, (2) 

and the rating score of p can be computed as 

Article.scorep = TUp  TDp. (3) 

An extremely positively or negatively rated article can imply consistent opinions 
from online users toward the article since there is a significant difference between TU 
and TD on the thread; Also, this kind of article indicates that the audience pays more 
attention to it, because more users express their opinions toward such articles. 

3.2.2 Determining a suitable rating data size for prediction 

To predict extreme rating score articles accurately in a short time period, it is nec-
essary to determine the number of ratings n that must be observed. We defined the partial 
rating records of an article as follows. 
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1 Note that as most of our collected articles are in Chinese, to avoid potential mis-segmentation while doing 
Chinese segmentation, while counting keyword occurrences we did not apply segmentation procedure and 
removing stop words in our dataset; instead, for each keyword, we calculated the total occurrence of every
defined keywords in the content string. We then derived the total keyword occurrence of each article. 

Definition 3: For any article p on a forum, the numbers of thumbs-ups, thumbs-downs, 
and neutrals observed for p in the first n ratings are denoted as TUp,n, TDp,n, and NTp,n, 
respectively. 

Since the objectives are to shorten the observation time and to raise the accuracy, 
finding a minimum value of n is important. A larger n yields more rating records for pre-
dicting rating scores but requires more time, while choosing a smaller n yields less evi-
dence to build the prediction model. However, during emergencies or developing events, 
people might care more about decision speed, rather than prediction accuracy. Hence, the 
smallest n that could help in deriving a particular prediction accuracy in a short time pe-
riod is preferable. 

In the proposed methodology, we consider to choose the smallest n must yield high 
correlation coefficients (Pearson r >= )) between the percentages of thumbs-ups/thumbs- 
downs in the first n ratings and in the complete ratings. We set the threshold  value as 
0.8, a general standard for indicating a high correlation between two continuous varia-
bles [50, 51]. This threshold ( = 0.8) indicates that the relationship is at least 64% high-
er than no relationship when r is over the threshold. 

3.2.3 Developing a prediction model 

We incorporated the partial rating records and some article-related features into the 
prediction model. The following factors were used in our model: 

 n denotes the first n rating records used to predict the final article rating score, 
 TUp,n and TDp,n denote the numbers of thumbs-ups and thumbs-downs, respectively, in 

the first n ratings of article p, 
 Timep,n denotes the time required to collect n ratings in article p, 
 Textp represents the number of Chinese characters in the text body of article p, and 
 Matchp refers to the frequency of keyword occurrences in the text body of article p1. 

Our observations demonstrate that the time difference between publishing an article 
and the article being rated approaches a log-normal distribution. To achieve a better fit 
on our linear regression model, we performed a log-transform log10(x) to Timep,n, denot-
ed as Time*

p,n and included it in our model. We also observed that the positive and nega-
tive rating scores both followed exponential distributions. Hence, we conducted a polar-
ity-preserving log-transform to Article.score.tp, and the transformed score is calculated as 

Article.score.tp = sgn(Article.scorep)log10(|Article.scorep + 1|),   (4) 

1,       if 1,
sgn( )

1,     otherwise.

a
x


 

 (5) 

We next included all first order predictor sand second order interactions between 
TUp,n, TUp,n, and Time*

p,n in our regression model, since interdependences between these 
predictors could exist, TUp,n resulting in a low TUp,n. Overall, for article p, our regression 
model can be expressed as 
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Article.score.tp = 0TUp,n + 1TDp,n + 2Time*
p,n + 3TUp,n: TDp,n + 4TUp,n: Time*

p,n  
+ 5TDp,n: Time*

p,n + 6TUp,n: TDp,n: Time*
p,n + 0Textp + 1Matchp. 

3.3 Hybrid Influential Author Identification Approach 

This section proposes a hybrid approach to identify influential authors leveraging 
peer-to-peer ratings on the forum. To find possible influential authors with two opinion 
leader characteristics, popular and generally accepted/rejected, we defined the influential 
scores of authors as follows. 

The rating score of article p posted by author v is denoted as Article.scorep. To rep-
resent the consensus among the ratings of article p, we divided the Article.scorep by the 
number, Rp, which refers to the number of ratings of article p. Hence, the consensus 
score of article p can be denoted as 

.
,p

p

Article score

p RConsensus  where 1  Consensusp  1. 
We next defined the consensus score of author v by calculating the average consensus 
scores of all articles published by author v as follows:  

. .
pp v

v
v

Consensus
Author score

Post



  (7) 

The author scores consider the permanency of the ratings that each author has re-
ceived. This score can be used to measure the average consensus from the public regard-
ing the author. However, our objective was to identify not only publicly agreement/dis- 
agreement, but also popular authors. To add the popularity characteristic to the score, we 
slightly alternated Author.score calculation and incorporated the logarithm of the number 
of comments, log10(Rp), received by the author into the influential score calculation. The 
influential score of author v can be computed using  

10( log ( ))
. .

p pp v
v

v

Consensus R
Influential score

Post






 (8) 

This definition of the Influential.score reflects the measurement of two characteris-
tics (popular and consistently rated) of each author. However, bias can result in misiden-
tification of influential authors, when the number of ratings is extremely small, e.g., only 
one rating for an article. As a result of receiving very few ratings, the article consensus 
score of such an author will be near 1 or 1. To avoid such biases, in this study we 
counted only articles that had many ratings (Rp  20), and we assigned a weight (denoted 
as log10(Rp)) to each article to reflect the difference in rating quantities; receiving more 
ratings resulted in a higher score. As our goal is to identify “hybrid influential authors” 
who can either receive many ratings and extreme scores, to demonstrate the capability of 
our method, we will select two popular baselines to depict that our method to identify 
popular and generally accepted/rejected authors on the forum. 

4. EVALUATION 

We evaluated our proposal using through three social events: a large-scale social 
movement and two major election campaigns in Taiwan. We briefly describe the events 
as follows; (1) The Sunflower movement was a protest that occurred in Taiwan from 
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March 18, 2014 to April 10, 2014 to express opposition to the content of the Cross-Strait 
Service Trade Agreement (CSSTA) between Taiwan and China and the review process 
of the agreement; (2) The 2014 Taiwan general election was focused on the mayoral 
elections in six special municipalities, accounting for two-thirds of the population of 
Taiwan (16 million); (3) The 2016 Taiwan presidential election was the most important 
election in Taiwan and elected the current president. 

4.1 Dataset Descriptions 

We focus on the PTT, the largest social forum in Taiwan. We studied the most pop-
ular board called “Gossiping,” which focuses on political news discussions. We crawled 
all the articles, including article content, reply records, rating records, and article 
metadata during the Sunflower movement and the last two months of the two election 
campaigns in Taiwan. We preprocessed our crawled datasets according to the title and 
content of each article. Articles that did not contain keywords related to the movement or 
the names of the candidates were removed. To concentrate on highly discussed and 
highly rated articles, we included in our datasets only those articles that had been rated 
by and/or to which at least 20 users had replied. The summaries of the three datasets are 
presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summaries of our 3 datasets. 
 2014 Movement 2014 Election 2016 Election 

Start 2014/03/18 06:00:00 2014/09/30 06:00:00 2015/11/16 06:00:00 
End 2014/04/11 06:00:00 2014/11/30 06:00:00 2016/01/16 06:00:00 

# Articles 8,431 7,211 3,022 
# Replies 609,232 623,340 237,135 

Words/post 574.3 612.5 638.8 
Ratings/post 72.3 86.4 78.5 

# Users 49,681 36,452 23,614 
# Authors 4,518 2,483 1,235 
# Raters 48,832 35,983 23,239 

4.2 Predicting Reply Quantities 

We set different time slots (from 1 to 6) for observation to develop a regression 
model; multiple time slots enabled us to incorporate temporal changes into the regression 
model. We also varied the length of observations from 3 to 25 minutes (180 to 1500 
seconds). We evaluated the prediction accuracy of our model by changing the total ob-
servation time. In addition, for the same observation time, we applied different time slots 
to investigate whether more observation frames would increase the prediction accuracy. 
We used two metrics to measure the accuracy: the adjusted R2 and the Spearman . 
Based on the adjusted R2 values, we evaluated the accuracy of our regression model. 
However, if a user’s objective is to filter important articles on social forums, he or she 
might care more about the relative ranking of these articles rather than the actual number 
of replies to each article. Therefore, we used the rank correlation indicator, the Spearman 
, to investigate the accuracy of our model in predicting the rankings of articles. 

Our evaluation results, described in Fig. 1, reveal the following significant findings; 
(1) The prediction accuracies determined by using both the adjusted R2 and  increase 
with the observation time. These results were expected because more observation time  
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Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy for our proposal and the other two popular methods. 

 
Fig. 1. Temporal behavior prediction results for both datasets. 

 

yields more records for model building; (2) There is no significant difference in accuracy 
between the results obtained using different time slots (from 2-6 slots) and slot sizes with 
the same length of observation time. Only in the 1-slot setting, the model is not as good 
as in other slot settings. The results are reasonable because the 1-slot setting removes the 
temporal change feature in the model; (3) Our prediction model performs well (Spear-
man   0.8) in these events when observing more than 900 seconds. Meanwhile, an 
article’s reply-rate rank can be predicted accurately within 15 minutes after authors pub-
lished the article. The results present a significant reduction in the time spent if we use 
the model for prediction rather than waiting until the reply behavior becomes smooth. 

We further compare the predicting performance of our model and other two popular 
methods, S-H model [5], and Pinto model [18]. We set the time slot from 4 to 6 and ad-
justed the observation time from 3 to 25 minutes. We here adopted mRSE (mean relative 
squared error) and MSE (mean squared error) as the evaluation metrics. From the results 
shown in Fig. 2, we find our model outperforms the other two previous studies. From the 
experiment, we consider our model could help predict popular articles while monitoring 
a short time on the forum during emergencies. 
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We also present the regression table of our proposed model (setting: 6 slots, 1500- 
second observation time) in the three datasets in Table 2. From the table, we can find 
most of the variables we included in the model are significant and these features do con-
tribute to the model in different datasets. The adjusted R2 is all over 0.8 in the regression. 
In addition, to identify potential overfitting, we employed 10-fold cross-validation to 
estimate the performance of our model. The RMSE of 10-fold validation has slight dif-
ference (< 3%) with the RMSE of the entire dataset and 10-fold validation, and we con-
sider our regression models are not overfitted. 

 

Table 2. The regression table of our proposed model in three datasets. 
 2014 Movement 2014 Election 2016 Election 

first_slot 0.924*** 0.897*** 0.794*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

second_slot 1.070*** 0.903*** 1.100*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

third_slot 1.040*** 1.560*** 1.450*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

fourth_slot 1.880*** 2.160*** 3.080*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

fifth_slot 2.950*** 3.060*** 4.620*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

sixth_slot 4.070*** 5.560*** 5.330*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

word_count 0.002*** 0.010*** 0.006*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

post_hour 2.290*** 6.100*** 8.770*** 
 p = 0.00001 p = 0.000 p = 0.000 

Constant 2.940*** 2.480*** 4.370*** 
 p = 0.000 p = 0.004 p = 0.008 

Observations 8,431 7,211 3,022 
Adjusted R2 0.916 0.877 0.809 

Note: *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01 

 

4.3 Predicting Article Rating Scores 

To establish a reliable prediction model that meets users’ expectations regarding 
both accuracy and speed, the number of records to observe must be carefully determined. 
To investigate potential features, we perform exploratory data analysis (EDA) over our 
dataset. We observed the percentages of thumb-ups/thumb-downs (TU/TD) in the first n 
ratings correlate to the complete rating records. Thus, we first computed the portions of 
TU/TD of all articles in the dataset. Next, for each n ranging from 1 to 20, we calculated 
the portions of TU/TD of all articles in the first n ratings. Finally, for each dataset, we 
retrieved the correlation coefficient of the portions of TU/TD of the first n ratings and the 
complete ratings, while n ranges from 1 to 20. Therefore, we had 20 points for TU, 20 
points for TD and derived the coefficient changes as shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows 
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the correlations between the percentages of thumbs-ups/thumbs-downs in the first n rat-
ings and in the complete rating records of an article in the three datasets. 

 

   

 
Fig. 3. Correlations between first n ratings and the complete ratings from both datasets (1 ≤ n ≤ 20). 

 

From Fig. 3, it is evident that the correlation coefficients increase with the size of 
the observed ratings records. Since the threshold value  was set to 0.8, according to the 
methodology in Section 3.2.2, we determined the number of rating observations n = 10 
for the movement dataset and n = 12 for the two election datasets because the correlation 
coefficients of thumbs-up and thumbs-down are both greater than 0.8. We next devel-
oped a regression model using the predictors described in Section 3.2.3. The adjusted R2 
values of the regression models with n = 10 in the movement dataset and n = 12 for the 
both election datasets are 0.740, 0.718, and 0.746. The average time for collecting n ob-
servations in the three datasets are 225, 365, and 468 seconds. From the results, we con-
sidered our approach only requires less than 8 minutes for observation to achieve a high 
prediction accuracy (adjusted R2 > 0.71). Even though the experiment results exhibited 
high accuracy, we aimed to further improve our model. We also examined the model by 
changing n, the number of observations for prediction. We increased the rating records 
required for models from n to n+5 and investigated the improvement in prediction accu-
racy. The experimental results are presented in Table 3. From the table, the adjusted R2 
value of our model increases to 0.808 when n = 15 in the movement dataset. However, in 
the two election datasets, the adjusted R2 increases to 0.767 and 0.786 with 15 observa-
tions, which is lower than that for the movement dataset. We considered the results show 
that predicting articles involving heated debates on elections is relatively difficult. 
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Table 3. Results of our rating score prediction model with different numbers of ratings observed. 
2014 Movement 2014 Election 2016 Election 

n Adj. R2 RMSE RMSEcv n Adj. R2 RMSE RMSEcv n Adj. R2 RMSE RMSEcv 
10 0.740 0.624 0.627 12 0.718 0.686 0.687 12 0.746 0.681 0.685 
11 0.756 0.603 0.606 13 0.735 0.666 0.667 13 0.761 0.660 0.664 
12 0.773 0.583 0.586 14 0.751 0.645 0.646 14 0.777 0.639 0.642 
13 0.786 0.565 0.568 15 0.767 0.624 0.625 15 0.786 0.624 0.628 
14 0.796 0.552 0.555 16 0.778 0.609 0.610 16 0.796 0.610 0.614 
15 0.808 0.536 0.538 17 0.787 0.596 0.597 17 0.806 0.594 0.597 

 

We also confirmed the effectiveness of our model by conducting a 10-fold cross- 
validation. As shown in Table 3, there is no significant difference between RMSE and 
RMSEcv in either datasets. The validation results indicate that our model can effectively 
predict rating scores. According to our results, our model can achieve a high accuracy 
(adj. R2 > 0.71) with a less-than-8-minute observation. Moreover, increasing the obser-
vation time can yield better prediction results.  
 
4.4 Identifying Influential Authors 

While finding popular authors who receives many replies or extreme rating scores is 
quite easy, how to find authors owning both characteristics is not easy. In previous stud-
ies, most of them are focused on certain characteristics; e.g., receiving the most atten-
tions or the most endorsement from other users. However, these scholars did not focus 
and discuss the hybrid influential author identification method a lot yet. Therefore, in our 
method, we focus on this kind of “hybrid authors”. To evaluate the performance of our 
approach with structural methodologies, we first defined one rating from author x to the 
article posted by author y as a directed edge  = (x, y), and let () be the terminal vertex 
of edge . Using the definition, we constructed an author-rater graph for both of our da-
tasets. Based on the graph, we compared our proposal with the following two baseline 
algorithms. 

 
1. By in-degrees: Since the in-degree is the number of ratings an author has received, we 

used it as a metric to assess author popularity. We calculated the in-degree score of 
every author and chose the top ones as influential authors. The in-degree of author v is 
defined as follows:  

 
in.degree(v) = |: (): = v|. 
 

2. By PageRank: Leveraging from the concept of PageRank, we measured each author’s 
influences according to the link structure of the author-rater graph. We select the top 
authors according to their PageRank scores. 

 
To evaluate our proposal, described in Section 3, we reviewed Katz’s [38] opinion 

leader concept. First, Katz proposed that an opinion leader would have more network 
connections. However, it is unknown exactly how many people an author knows. To 
capture this concept more effectively for modern social media websites, we considered 
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that the number of replies an author has received to be another index for measuring pop-
ularity. Katz also considered that an opinion leader would have higher expertise and ca-
pability. To measure this characteristic, we used the peer-to-peer rating records as an evalu-
ation of the capability of each author. We describe the two metrics in detail as follows. 
 
1. Most replied-to authors: From the perspective of popularity, authors who receive 

large numbers of replies and ratings could be influential, since readers pay more atten-
tion and like to express opinions regarding the authors’ articles. To measure the popu-
larity of an author, we considered that the average number of replies to an article is 
an appropriate metric for measuring the average influence of a single article by the 
author of interest. 

2. Most agreed/disagreed authors: We considered that authors who receive one-sided 
ratings when publishing articles are likely to be well evaluated according to the con-
sistent opinions of users. Authors with whom the public agrees could be influential, 
because most of the users acknowledge the author’s expertise. Authors with whom the 
public disagrees could also be influential, as they could represent opinion from the 
opposite side and might be influential on other sites. We examined the average abso-
lute rating score of an article to measure authors’ general levels of general ac-
ceptance/rejection. 

 
From the objectives, we designed an experiment to demonstrate the performance 

author recommended by our proposal and the other two famous baselines (in-degree and 
PageRank). As we aim to identify top authors who have both characteristics, in the ex-
periment, we retrieved the top n (ranging from 10 to 100) influential authors identified 
by the three methods and compared the performance of these top authors according to 
the two metrics. The results are shown in Fig. 4. From the figure, the authors selected by 
our proposal significantly outperform those chosen by the other two algorithms for the 
three datasets, especially the top 30 authors identified by our proposal. Meanwhile, the 
authors selected by our recommendation not only receive more replies but also receive a 
large number of consistent ratings from the public. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Evaluation of the identified influential authors using our proposal and two previous meth-

odologies. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

To distinguish important articles on a social forum efficiently, we proposed meth-
odologies to predict possible trending threads. We evaluated our proposals by studying 
user behavior on a popular online social forum in Taiwan during three major social 
events: a three-week-long social movement and two two-month-long election campaigns, 
including a major mayoral election and the presidential election in Taiwan. The contri-
butions of our research are described as follows: 
 
1. Information filtering: We proposed two indicators, reply quantity and rating score, 

by leveraging the peer-to-peer ratings records from users on a social forum. Using the 
indicators, we quantified the importance of articles with different characteristics. 

2. Notable thread prediction:. We used the temporal reply behavior and early rating 
records to build our prediction models. We developed regression models to detect in-
fluential articles based on their early reply and rating records from online users. Our 
results showed that our approach can achieve a high level of accuracy within 8 
minutes of observation time. 

3. Influential author identification: We proposed identifying influential authors accord- 
ing to popularity and public rating consistency. Our results showed that our proposal 
significantly outperforms two previous link-based algorithms, i.e. in-degree and Page- 
Rank, in both average number of replies received and rating consistency from the public. 

 
Besides the above contributions, this paper has some issues which could be further 

investigated in the future research; (1) Comparing with other baselines rather than struc-
tural methods in influential author identification can be considered; (2) In this work we 
focus on influential article identification; in the following studies, predicting the replying 
and rating behaviors on non-popular articles could be investigated. 

This research has concentrated on studying social events and the social context in 
Taiwan. We hope that the methodologies introduced and adopted in this study for iden-
tifying notable articles on social sites will be used in the future, especially under urgent 
situations such as disasters or social movements. In addition, we expect that our contri-
butions can help governments and organizations with news dissemination and the effec-
tive obtaining of the most recent public opinions. 
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